Photoinactivation of vesicular stomatitis virus by a photodynamic agent, chlorophyll derivatives from silkworm excreta.
The efficacy of chlorophyll derivatives from silkworm excreta (CpD) in photodynamic antimicrobial chemotherapy (PACT) was studied. An enveloped animal virus, vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), was used as a target organism. For CpD mediated PACT, the viruses in suspensions were treated with various doses of CpD (15-60 microg/ml) and visible red light was fixed at 120 mJ/cm(2). The antiviral effect of the CpD-PACT was measured 1 h after light irradiation by the extent of suppression of plaque forming units (pfu). In cultures inoculated with PACT-treated VSV, suppression of pfu was prominent and the results were demonstrated in a dose-dependent manner. In assays of RT-PCR, a single dose of 30 microg/ml CpD and light caused complete inhibition of viral RNA synthesis in the host cells, which agreed with the complete loss of plaque forming activity observed in pfu assays. An in vitro transcription assay for viral RNA using [3H]UTP and gel electrophoresis for the level of M protein was conducted. A gradual decrease in viral RNA transcription and an immediate decrease in M protein levels were observed in cells inoculated with the CpD-PACT-treated virus. These results demonstrated that CpD is a potential photodynamic antiviral agent, which causes inactivation of the matrix protein as well as transcription mechanisms involved in VSV replication.